
Helpful Hints for completing the School Level Expenditure tab in the 2017-18 Audsum 

 

Data preparation: 

 

1. Districts may wish to download an Excel spreadsheet from the AudSum program by 

clicking on the “Export Excel” button at the bottom of the School Level Expenditure tab. 

This spreadsheet will contain all of the relevant line items that need to be recorded at the 

school level.  

 

2. This step is not required as a district can track the expenditure data in any manner they 

wish.  Completing this step will be helpful for a district to ensure that their data is 

balanced when preparing the data entry into AudSum.   

 

3. Columns A-D contain text fields for line number, title, subtitle and account for each line. 

Note there are no subtotal or total lines in this spreadsheet. 

 

4. Column E “AMOUNT FROM DISTRICT-WIDE AUDIT SUMMARY” will populate 

from the data entry from the CPA. If the CPA has entered data on any line on the district 

wide screen, the amount will flow to the School Level Expenditure screen. Once the CPA 

certifies the district wide AudSum, all lines not containing an expenditure amount will be 

removed from the School Level Expenditure screen.  

 

5. Column F, “TOTAL OF ALL SCHOOLS AND UNALLOCATED 

(AUTOMATICALLY CALCULATED)” will not be calculated in the Excel download 

file. The user can simply add to each cell in the column the formula “=SUM(Gx:Yx)” 

where x= line number and Y=the last column for which there is a district school reported. 

This column will calculate automatically within the AudSum program.  

 

6. Column G, “Unallocated” is where a district can enter the amount of expenditure that is 

truly unable to be assigned to a school. Amounts entered in this column will be 

distributed amongst all schools in the district by the ADE. Careful consideration should 

be given to the amounts reported in this column.  

 

7. Columns H-[last] are representative of each school building in the district. 

 

8. Districts can upload data at any time, regardless of the certified status of the CPA. If the 

CPA has entered data but not certified AudSum, then all available lines will appear on the 

report until CPA certification has been completed. If the CPA has certified, only the lines 

which contained audited data will appear on the School Level Expenditure report. Any 

issues with data reporting on a certain line or cost center shall be addressed by the CPA 

and the district.  

 

 

 

  



Data upload: 

 

9. Expenditure data can populate into the School Level Expenditure table via manual data 

entry or via file uploaded to the table if properly formatted as a three-column comma 

delimited (.CSV) file. An Excel worksheet can easily be converted to a .CSV file through 

the ‘SAVE AS’ file function in Excel.  
 

10. A properly formatted CSV file must be created in a very specific manner.  Please see the 

AudSum manual (beginning on page 8) for general information on the CSV upload 

process.  Data to be uploaded to the School Level Expenditure tab should be formatted as 

follows:  

a. The first column is the numeric sequence of nine digits representing the county, 

district, and school code (CDS).  

b. The second column must contain the AudSum line item.  

c. The third column must contain the amount rounded to the nearest dollar with no 

formatting (no dollar sign, comma, decimal, etc.) of the number.  

d. This file may not contain headers, subtotal, or total lines. 
 

11. Below is a sample of a properly formatted CSV file for one school; 

 

 
 

12. Once you have selected the upload function you will be prompted to select the file for 

upload. Use the browse function to locate the .CSV file you intend to upload from your 

computer.  



13. If any lines are invalid, the upload file will need to be revised before the user attempts to 

upload the file again. Invalid lines include subtotals, incorrect line item references, 

subtotal lines and grand total lines, which will be identified during the validation process. 

Please be aware that initiating an upload will override the data that has been previously 

saved in our database, and that the overwritten data cannot be retrieved. 

 

14. The upload .CSV file can include data for multiple schools. Data can be reported in the 

same three columns as explained above, with one set of school data immediately 

following a different school’s data. The CDS number in the first column identifies the 

school whose data is being reported.    

 

15. The picture below shows rows 100-119 of a successful file upload (where ‘25’ is the 

county code, ‘XXXX’ would be the district code, and ‘000’ and ‘040’ are school codes). 

The file transitions from the 25XXXX000 (unallocated district-wide amounts) to 

25XXXX040 (school specific amounts) without any blank rows between entities in the 

data set.  

 
 

 

16. Data can be prepared for upload for one school or for the entire table data set.  Either 

way, it must be formatted in this manner.  Again, please be aware that initiating an 

upload will override the data that has been previously saved in our database, and the 

overwritten data cannot be retrieved. 

 

 


